Experience profound energetic healings!
www.CreationLightship.com

Ron Amitron Spiritual Teacher/Master Healer
Known as the Myth Breaker!
Ron offers a revealing look at our unseen reality

Love walks in ~ the pre-ascension New Earth
The Creation Lightship (CLS) is the manifestation center for source energy. The pre-ascension “CLS New
Earth” was manifested by the lightship March of 2017. This New Earth” is now available for those who have
prepared for transformation Light Ascension.
Presently our planet is living on borrowed time due to multiple conditions that threaten our very existence.
Many people are experiencing a variety of unpleasant physical symptoms which are actually accumulated
blocked stagnant energy. These blockages need to be released in order to be able to transition your spirit
and physical body to the pre-ascension New Earth of Light.

Creation Lightship’s
Profound instantaneous energetic clearings
Discover the profound interactive clearings/healings found on Ron’s website. These special clearings also
help transform your spirit and body back into light. No processing required! The clearings are accessible any
time and easy to run on your computer, tablet or smart phone. These Ascension clearings are only available
through Ron’s website. On the home page be sure to check out the free healings drop down box. You can
use these 16 clearings to help yourself and the planet any time you like.

Experience the true peace that is so often sought after
Three easily clearings that immediately transform you into true peace in the now moment:
“Be Here Now” is a clearing performed while you are on the Creation Lightship website
.tto bring you into the present moment.
“Mind to Heart Drop” This takes only 20 seconds.
It brings you into the now to experience total peace and can be done anytime, anywhere.
“Finger Exercise” Check to see if you are living in a past, present or future timeline.
This will bring you back to the now where time has stopped and where peace exists.

Other suggestions and recommendations





Attend Ron’s weekly healing teleconference calls ~ true peace will be present.



The website has links for radio shows and YouTube videos for more information.

During this transition period continue doing your clearings to release ongoing daily contaminates.

When you become energetically compatible with the New Earth, then you will start to experience living in
this energy. These are the primary Whole Lifetime Clearings that need to be completed to begin your
transition onto the New Earth energy: Emotional, Feeling, Mental, Cellular Mental, Sensory, Trauma,
Judgment, Fear, Pain, Anger and Mind of the Body.
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